Abstract-Video codecs that use motion compensation benefit greatly from the development of algorithms for near-optimal intra/inter mode switching within a rate-distortion framework. A separate development has involved the use of multiple-frame prediction, in which more than one past reference frame is available for motion estimation. In this paper, we show that using a dual-frame buffer (one short-term frame and one long-term frame available for prediction) together with intra/inter mode switching improves the compression performance of the coder. We improve the mode-switching algorithm with the use of half-pel motion vectors. In addition, we investigate the effect of feedback in making more informed and effective mode-switching decisions. Feedback information is used to limit drift errors due to packet losses by synchronizing the long-term frame buffers of both the encoder and the decoder.
I. INTRODUCTION

P
ACKET-SWITCHED networks have become ubiquitous and form the backbone of the Internet. These networks have been designed with delivery of data in mind [1] . Thus, protocols such as TCP provide guaranteed transmission of packets but are not well suited for real-time delivery of streaming video content [2] . UDP, on the other hand, is widely used for streaming video. Higher level protocols such as the real-time streaming protocol (RTSP) [3] were recently proposed and implemented to overcome these problems. Due to time constraints imposed by real-time operation, it is not feasible to retransmit packets which were lost due to network congestion or buffer overflows. Consequently, packet losses can severely corrupt an unprotected bitstream. The transmitted bitstream has to be organized so as to minimize corruption and error propagation due to dropped packets.
Contemporary hybrid video codecs use motion-compensated prediction to efficiently encode a raw input video stream. A block in the current frame is predicted from a displaced block in the previous frame. The difference between the original one and its prediction is compressed and transmitted along with the displacement (motion) vectors. Called inter coding, this is the basic approach found in the video coding standards MPEG, MPEG-2, MPEG-4 [4] , H.263 [5] , and the latest and state-of-the-art H.264/AVC [6] . The idea of using more than one past reference frame to improve coding efficiency is not new. An early work [7] of multiple-reference frames coding showed that the mean-squared error (MSE) between the current frame and the predicted one strictly decreases by using multiple-temporal frames for motion compensation. However, no experiments were run using a hybrid codec with quantization of the transform coefficients. Another early attempt to code an image using a so-called library of past frame components can be found in [8] , and made use of vector quantization. Long-term memory multiple-frame prediction was again treated in [9] . In this paper, experiments were conducted on an actual hybrid video codec, and rate-distortion optimization included not only the potential motion vectors (MVs), but also the temporal delay parameter . A window of 50 past frames was used, incurring a heavy computational penalty.
In [10] , only two time-differential frames were used, thus requiring a relatively modest increase in computational complexity. We refer to this as a dual-frame buffer. The first buffer included the previous frame, as in many hybrid codecs, and the second one contained a reference frame from the more distant past that was periodically updated according to a predefined rule. Using this scheme in conjuction with another technique called block partitioning, they showed that it can have a positive impact on compression efficiency, despite using only one long-term frame. In [11] , the authors use a linear weighted combination of two frames, primarily to enhance the error robustness of the codec. Error propagation was analyzed theoretically and it was shown that error robustness improves by using two frames. In [12] , the authors use Markov chain analysis to prove that multiple frames increase error robustness. They also derive a rule to randomize the selection of the frame buffer (among a window of past ones) and, thus, inject additional error resilience into the codec.
Rate distortion-based techniques for optimal coding mode selection were studied in [13] - [16] and [17] . A novel algorithm for calculating estimated distortion due to packet losses was introduced in [18] and will be described in Section II. Robust video transmission was studied in [19] - [21] . In [21] , long-term memory motion-compensated prediction was used, and distortion due to error propagation was modeled as a tree where each leaf represented different decoded versions of the same frame. The final computationally tractable model that was adopted by the authors used only three branches, reducing the accuracy of the model. Feedback performance was also investigated. In [22] , encoder/decoder pairs were simulated under different error patterns to model potential errors. However, even for that was used, convergence was not guaranteed and the distortion estimation algorithm exhibited complexity. In this paper, we show how using a dual-frame buffer together with an algorithm for intra/inter mode switching decisions can lead to improved compression performance. We first examine performance assuming no feedback is present, and then we experiment with a more refined updating that takes into account feedback signals to effectively synchronize the long-term frame buffers of both the encoder and decoder. The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review the ROPE algorithm [18] for distortion estimation. In Section III, we show how this algorithm can be used in the context of a dual-frame buffer. The use of half-pel MVs is covered in Section IV. Results in the absence of feedback are presented in Section V. In Section VI, we describe the feedback extensions, with experimental results given in Section VII. Complexity is analyzed in Section VIII. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section IX.
II. ROPE ALGORITHM
Recent attempts to switch coding modes according to error robustness criteria can be found in [23] , [20] , [22] , and [18] . Our work makes use of the recursive optimal per-pixel estimate (ROPE) algorithm [18] which provides distortion estimates, which are then used for mode decision in hybrid video coders operating over packet erasure channels. In general, inter mode achieves higher compression efficiency than intra mode, at the cost of potentially severe error propagation. A single error in a past frame may corrupt all subsequent frames if inter coding is used repeatedly. This error propagation can only be stopped by transmitting and successfully receiving an intra-coded macroblock (MB). The problem that arises is how to optimally select between intra-and intercoding for each MB, such that both error resilience and coding efficiency are achieved.
We assume that the video bitstream is transmitted over a packet erasure channel (lossy packet network). Each frame is partitioned into groups of blocks (GOBs). Each GOB contains a single horizontal slice of MBs and is transmitted as a single packet. Each packet can be independently received and decoded, due to resynchronization markers. Thus, loss of a single packet wipes out one slice of MBs, but keeps the rest of the frame unharmed.
Let be the probability of packet erasure, which is also the erasure probability for each single pixel. When the erasure is detected by the decoder, error concealment is applied [24] , [25] . The decoder replaces the lost MB by one from the previous frame, using as MV the median of the MVs of the three closest MBs in the GOB above the lost one. If the GOB above has also been lost (or the three nearest MBs were all intracoded and, therefore, have no MVs), then the all-zero (0, 0) MV is used, and the lost MB is replaced with the co-located one from the previous frame.
We will now summarize the ROPE algorithm [18] in some detail as these equations will prove useful in elaborating our proposed method. Within this section, we make use of the notation and equations from [18] . Frame of the original video signal is denoted , which is compressed and reconstructed at the encoder as . The decoded (and possibly error-concealed) reconstruction of frame at the receiver is denoted by . The encoder does not know , and treats it as a random variable.
Let denote the original value of pixel in frame , and let denote its encoder reconstruction. The reconstructed value at the decoder, possibly after error concealment, is denoted by . The expected distortion for pixel is
Calculation of requires the first and second moments of the random variable of the estimated image sequence . To compute these, recursion functions are developed in [18] , in which it is necessary to separate out the cases of intra-and inter-coded MBs.
For an intra-coded MB, with probability , corresponding to correct receipt of the packet. If the packet is lost, but the previous GOB is correct, the concealment based on the median MV leads the decoder to associate pixel in the current frame with pixel in the previous frame. Thus, with probability . Finally, if both current and previous GOB packets are lost, (occurs with probability ). So, the two moments for a pixel in an intra-coded MB are [18] (2)
For an inter-coded MB, let us assume that its true MV is such that pixel is predicted from pixel in the previous frame. Thus, the encoder prediction of this pixel is . The prediction error is compressed, and the quantized residue is . The encoder reconstruction is (4) The encoder transmits and the MBs MV. If the packet is correctly received, the decoder knows and the MV, but must still use its own reconstruction of pixel in the previous frame , which may differ from the encoder value . Thus, the decoder reconstruction of pixel is given by (5) Again, the encoder models as a random variable. The derivation of the moments is similar to the intra-coded MB for the last two cases, but differs for the first case where there is no transmission error (probability ). The first and second moments of for a pixel in an inter-coded MB are then given by
These recursions are performed at the encoder in order to calculate the expected distortion at the decoder. The encoder can exploit this result in its encoding decisions, to optimally choose the coding mode for each MB. The expectation for each pixel is calculated as a weighted sum (due to the probabilities) of pixel expectations from the previous frame, prediction residuals, and intra-coefficients.
A. Rate-Distortion Framework
The ROPE algorithm estimates the expected distortion, due to both compression and transmission errors, to be used for optimal mode switching. The encoder switches between intraor intercoding on a MB basis, in an optimal fashion for a given bit rate and packet loss rate. The goal is to minimize the total distortion subject to a bit-rate constraint . Using a Lagrange multiplier , the ROPE algorithm minimizes the total cost . Individual MB contributions to this cost are additive, thus, it can be minimized on a MB basis. Therefore, the encoding mode for each MB is chosen by minimizing (8) where the distortion of the MB is the sum of the distortion contributions of the individual pixels. Rate control is achieved by modifying as in [26] . Both the coding mode and the quantization step size QP are chosen to minimize the Lagrangian cost. This is computationally complex for the encoder, but it enhances coding efficiency. The resulting bitstream is compatible with a standard compliant decoder.
We note that while the ROPE algorithm is optimal under the given assumptions, there is potential for improvement by incorporating the MV choice into the rate-distortion framework, or by correctly estimating distortion for half-pel vectors (the algorithm only models distortion for integer MVs).
III. DUAL-FRAME BUFFER EXTENSION
Our research has focused on using a dual-frame buffer together with optimal mode switching within a rate-distortion framework. The basic use of the dual-frame buffer is as follows. While encoding frame , the encoder and decoder both maintain two reference frames in memory. The short-term reference frame is frame . The long-term reference frame is, say, frame , where may be variable, but is always greater than 1. Each MB can be encoded in one of three coding modes: intra-coding, inter-coding using the short-term buffer (inter-ST-coding), and inter-coding using the long-term buffer (inter-LT-coding). This is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The choice among these three will be made using an extended version of the ROPE algorithm, as described below. Once the coding mode is chosen, the syntax for encoding the bit stream is almost identical to the standard case of the single-frame (SF) buffer. The only modification is that, if inter-coding is chosen, a single bit will be sent to indicate use of the short-term or long-term frame.
The choice among the three coding modes does not, of course, need to be done using an extension of the ROPE algorithm. A naive approach would be to use a traditional distortion es- timator that evaluates the distortion from motion compensation and quantization alone. However, experimental results showed a substantial advantage (up to 3-4 dB) to using a rate-distortion-based decision with a ROPE distortion estimator instead of a rate distortion-based decision with a traditional distortion estimator. This was true for both SF and dual-frame coders. Given the substantial benefit to using the ROPE distortion estimator over a traditional distortion estimator, this paper focuses on extending the ROPE algorithm to work with a dual-frame coder, comparing it against a SF ROPE coder.
We now describe how the long-term reference frame is chosen. In one approach, which we call jump updating, the long-term reference frame varies from as recent as frame to as old as frame . When encoding frame , if the long-term reference frame is , then, when the encoder moves on to encoding frame , the short-term reference frame will slide forward by one to frame , and the long-term reference frame will jump forward by to frame . The long-term reference frame will then remain static for frames, and then jump forward again. We refer to as the jump update parameter. This approach was adopted in [10] .
A novel approach, which we call continuous updating, entails continuously updating the long-term frame buffer so that it contains a frame with a fixed temporal distance from the current buffer. Therefore, the buffer always contains the frame for each frame . We refer to as the continuous update parameter. These two approaches are depicted in Fig. 2 .
We note that both jump updating and continuous updating can be viewed as special cases of a more general updating strategy, in which the long-term reference frame jumps forward by an amount to be the frame at a distance back from the current frame to be encoded, and then remains static for frames, and jumps forward again. For general updating, a frame might have an LT frame as recent as frame or as old as frame . In our definition of jump updating, can be selected freely for each sequence, and , (meaning that when updating occurs, the LT frame jumps forward by to become frame ). In continuous updating, can be selected freely for each sequence and is fixed at 1. Clearly, the most general updating strategy would have no fixed or ; rather, the long-term frame buffer would be updated irregularly when needed, to whatever frame is most useful. In our trials, remain fixed while coding one sequence.
Let us now elaborate on how the choice is made among the coding modes. As before, we use , , and to denote the . Two different dual-frame buffer approaches. In the top row, frame 99 is being predicted from frames 98 and 90. In the middle row, the current frame to be encoded is frame 100. With the jump updating approach, frames 99 and 90 are used for prediction. With the continuous updating approach, frames 99 and 91 are used. However, as we examine the bottom row, we observe that jump updating takes place when 101 is encoded. Thus, the new long-term frame buffer will be frame 99, while for the continuous updating approach, we will use 92.
original frame , the encoder reconstruction of the compressed frame, and the decoder version of the frame, respectively. We assume that the long-term frame buffer was updated frames ago. Thus, it contains at the transmitter and at the receiver. The expected distortion for pixel in frame is given by (1) .
To compute the moments in (1), the recursion steps for pixels in intra-coded and inter-ST-coded MBs are identical to the corresponding steps in the original ROPE algorithm. For a pixel in an inter-LT-coded MB, we assume that the true MV of the MB is such that pixel in frame is predicted from pixel in frame , where . The encoder prediction of this pixel is . The prediction error is compressed, and the quantized residue is denoted by . The encoder reconstruction of the pixel is (9) As the receiver does not have access to , it uses (10) When the MB is lost, the median MV from the three nearest MBs is calculated and used to associate pixel in the current frame with pixel in the previous frame. Using the same arguments as in the original ROPE algorithm, we compute the first and second moments of for a pixel in an inter-LT-coded MB
We note that error concealment is still done using the previous frame and not the long-term frame. This is done regardless of whether the three MBs above are inter-ST-coded or inter-LT-coded, or some combination of the two. The MVs may be uncorrelated. If the upper GOB is also lost, we conceal the MB using the co-located block from the previous frame.
Using an additional reference frame (LT) has some drawbacks with respect to MV compression efficiency when compared to SF. There is a bit-rate loss due to inaccurate prediction of MVs from the neighboring and potentially uncorrelated MVs. By neighboring MV, we mean the MV of the MB on the left of the one being coded. During coding, we do not predict MVs using the MVs above because we wish the GOBs to be decodable independently of each other. The first MB of each GOB uses no prediction for the MVs. For those MBs where the MV points to the same reference frame as the neighbor (and only for those MBs), we obtain an MV coding efficiency equal to that of SF approaches. As an alternative approach, we tried predicting the MV using the neighbor only when the neighbor corresponded to the same reference frame. When the neighbor did not use the same reference, the MV would be coded without prediction. Experimentally, this did not do as well. The explanation for this is that with relatively small values for , MVs pointing to either the short-term or the long-term frame buffer tend to have similar values, so it is better to use them for prediction than to code MVs without prediction. However, they are not as similar as are MVs in SF motion compensation, so there is still a loss in MV compression efficiency. As will be seen in the results section, this loss in MV compression efficiency is more than made up for in other ways by the dual-frame coder.
Compression efficiency will also suffer due to the need to transmit one bit for every inter-coded MB to specify the frame buffer (this overhead could be reduced by using run length coding on the bits, but we do not do this as it incurs penalties in terms of buffering at the decoder and a risk of catastrophic error if the RLC-encoded frame buffer selection stream is lost). Nonetheless, as experimental results will show, the rate-distortion optimization models these additional bits, and is still able to yield superior compression performance.
The requirement to encode and decode this additional bit (for selecting between ST/LT), clearly makes this proposed scheme not a H.263+ compliant codec. Since H.264 already supports multiple-frame prediction, there is no compliance problem. However, a straightforward application of ROPE on H.264 without any modifications is not wise. Apart from the half-, quarter-, and eighth-pel accuracy present within H.264, which would have to be modeled (see Section IV), there is also the problem of the loop filter, and additional concealment modes, which would require evaluating multiple-product expectations (correlations).
Since the quantization parameter QP takes values from 1 to 31, the coder optimizes over 62 potential combinations of coding modes (intra or inter) and quantization parameters by calculating the estimated distortion using ROPE. With the extra coding mode inter-LT, the search for optimal coding parameters is conducted over 93 combinations. There is a computational increase of approximately 50% for the rate-distortion optimization portion of the encoder. Furthermore, motion estimation complexity is approximately doubled. Hence, the total encoding time of the modified encoder is roughly 1.8 times that of the baseline ROPE encoder. Further analysis on computational complexity is provided in Section VIII.
IV. HALF-PIXEL APPROXIMATION EXTENSION
The use of integer MVs limits the reference choices in the previous frame. Most video codecs show a performance advantage when half-pel MVs are implemented, as the encoder is now presented with many more options in the search for the best-match block. The use of an additional reference frame likewise presents the encoder with more options for the best match block. We wished to see how the gains from an additional frame buffer compared to those from adding a half-pel grid, and also whether the two approaches could be used together for greater benefit.
The use of a half-pel grid in a standard video codec requires the generation of the half-pel values using some kind of interpolation, and then requires a four-fold increase in the MV search. However, simply adding a half-pel grid within the ROPE algorithm, and attempting to run the optimal mode switching over it, incurs a far more substantial complexity penalty than this, as discussed below.
Since the accurate use of a half-pel grid is prohibitive, another approach would be to use a half-pel grid only for finding and transmitting MVs, but to leave it out of the ROPE distortion calculation altogether. This is what is done in [18] , which we call the unmodeled half-pel, and it provides some improvement over the use of strictly integer MVs. However, as we will now discuss, an approximate modeling of the half-pels within the ROPE algorithm provides further improvement, while avoiding the computational complexity of the fully accurate modeling of a half-pel grid in ROPE.
We assume that error concealment is still done using only the integer portion of the MVs, and therefore (2) and (3) for the intra-coded MBs are unchanged. Returning to (6) and (7) for the inter-coded MBs, we see the terms , , , and remain unchanged. However, the calculation of and has become critical. Pixel coordinate now points to a position in an interpolated grid that covers an area four times that of the original image.
For this calculation, we differentiate among three types of pixels on the half-pel grid: pixels that coincide with actual (original) pixel positions (called integer-indexed pixels, they do not need to be interpolated), pixels that lie between two integer-indexed pixels (either horizontally or vertically), and pixels that lie diagonally between four integer-indexed pixels. We use bilinear interpolation, so the interpolated value is simply the average of the two or four neighboring integer-indexed pixels.
For the integer-indexed pixels, the recursion equations are identical to those of the baseline ROPE algorithm, and the estimation is optimal.
A. Horizontally or Vertically Interpolated Pixel
For a horizontally or vertically interpolated pixel, we assume that on the interpolated pixel domain corresponds to a pixel that was interpolated using pixels and in the original pixel domain. We define the following abbreviations. Let denote the estimate (mean-value) of the pixel with coordinates in frame , denote the correlation (expectation of product) between pixels and , and denote the mean-squared value of pixel . The first moment is computationally tractable (13) However, the expression for the second moment is (14) The last term requires calculating the correlation of matrices whose horizontal/vertical dimension equals the number of pixels in the image. This is computationally infeasible for images of typical size. The second moment can be bounded using the cosine (Cauchy-Schwartz) inequality (15) and we will approximate it by setting the inequality to be an equality. This worked well, perhaps because the (image domain) pixel values are always positive, and so correlations tend to be close to the upper bound, which was also verified by our experimental results. During our simulations, we also experimented with multiplying the Cauchy-Schwartz-derived upper bound with various constants , such as ; however, this did not always perform as well as the upper bound.
B. Diagonally Interpolated Pixel
For a diagonally interpolated pixel, we assume that on the interpolated pixel grid is the result of interpolating pixels , , , and in the original pixel domain. The first moment can be computed exactly as (16) The accurate, but intractable, expression for the second moment is (17) Applying the same approximation as with the horizontal/vertical case, we obtain (18) and, again, we use this upper limit to approximate the second moment. In what follows, we refer to this as the Cauchy-Schwartz approximation.
C. Distortion Estimation
We investigated the accuracy of our distortion approximation for half-pel MVs. The enhanced accuracy provided when the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality is employed, is depicted in Fig. 3 . To obtain this graph we constrained the mode decisions to use distortion only due to quantization. No estimated distortion was used so as to make the encoder independent of the accuracy of either method. The encoder optimized its stream only with regard to compression efficiency, employing half-pel MVs and applying errors with . Concurrently, the original ROPE algorithm and the modified one with the Cauchy-Schwartz approximation estimated the resulting distortion. Our modification enables a more accurate estimate.
For integer MVs, the distortion estimation of the classical ROPE algorithm is very accurate, within 0.1-0.2 dB of the actual distortion. In Fig. 3 , where half-pel vectors are applied, such an accuracy can no longer be obtained. Nevertheless, the gain in estimation accuracy by using the Cauchy-Schwartz Approximation instead of the Unmodeled Half-Pel is quite noticeable.
V. RESULTS IN THE ABSENCE OF FEEDBACK
We modified an existing H.263+ video codec [5] , [27] in two ways. In the case of SF motion compensation, we used the ROPE algorithm to estimate distortion for mode-switching decisions. The resulting bitstream is fully compliant with the H.263+ standard. Second, we modified the H.263+ codec to make use of one additional (long-term) frame buffer. For both the SF and dual-frame cases, we measured the performance for integer and half-pel MVs. The half-pel results are of two types: one where the half-pel vectors are used but are not modeled in the recursive error equations, and the other where the half-pel vectors are used and are modeled using the approximations given above. We refer to these as the unmodeled half-pel and Cauchy-Schwartz approximation.
We use to denote the jump update parameter, and to denote the temporal distance of the long-term frame buffer in the continuous updating case. and were kept small to increase MV correlation and, thus, improve MV coding efficiency. The GOB packet error probability was tested with values of 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, and 0.25. The resulting dualframe encoder is not standard compliant [27] , as it must send an additional bit for every inter-coded MB to signal the use of the short-term or long-term frame buffer. The test sequences used are standard QCIF (176 144) image sequences at frame rates of 10, 15, and 30 fps. The results shown have been averaged using 100 random channel realizations (error patterns) to achieve performance consistency. The same error patterns were used for all codec variants.
A. PSNR versus Bit Rate
In Fig. 4(a) we examine the performance of the variants for "Hall." This particular sequence is rather static and does not benefit from the use of half pel MVs (the percentage of nonzero MVs per frame is less than 4%). The gains of dual-frame increase with bit rate and quickly reach 0.6 dB. A different situation is depicted in Fig. 4(b) for "News," where even the lowest performing dual-frame version easily provides higher PSNR than any SF approach does. Gains begin at 0.8 dB for low rates and quickly reach 1.2 dB.
Simulations using "Carphone" and "Container" yielded an average improvement of 0.4 and 0.6 dB, respectively. Fig. 5(a) depicts the performance for "Hall" QCIF at 15 fps. As we pointed out for Fig. 4(a) , there is no gain by using half pels. Dual frames outperform, for these particular parameters, SFs by up to 0.5 dB. The gain increases slightly with . Similarly, in Fig. 5(b) , we can observe how packet losses affect performance for the "News" image sequence at 15 fps. For both single and dual-frame methods, Cauchy-Schwartz provides a slight advantage. The performance gap between single and dualframe approaches is approximately 0.8 dB for and reaches 1 dB as the error rate increases.
B. PSNR versus Packet Loss Rate
Gains of 0.4-0.5 dB were similarly obtained for "Carphone" and "Silent." We also observed that errors are far more destructive in a lower frame-rate case than in a higher frame-rate one. When adjacent frames are more distant temporally, they are less correlated, and the respective MVs have generally higher and more varying values and are, thus, more difficult to predict. Hence, error concealment that uses estimated or all-zero MVs does much worse compared to the full frame-rate case. Some additional results can be found in [28] .
C. MV Optimization
For comparison purposes, we provide some experimental results where the selection of the MVs was also incorporated within the R-D mode decision, at an enormous computational cost. The search for optimal coding parameters is conducted over 89 373 combinations (31 quantization parameter values, three coding modes, and possible MVs), rather than just over 93. The results are, however, a good indication of the optimal attainable performance. Indicative experimental results can be seen in Fig. 6 , where only quantization distortion was employed, and not the one estimated by ROPE. We can comment that even for high motion sequences such as "Foreman," the gain of 0.35 dB is definitely not worth the enormous increase in computational complexity. One of the reasons for the small gain is that MSE is often not a reliable measure of block similarity compared to SAD and, second, that motion estimation does sufficiently well at finding near-optimal MVs, so that exhaustive RD search will not yield much.
VI. FEEDBACK EXTENSIONS
Experimental results in [18] showed that the intelligent use of feedback information (acknowledgment of received packets) can lead to substantial improvements in performance. The ROPE algorithm estimates reconstructed pixel values that incorporate potential error propagation due to packet losses. The estimates of pixel values are made by using (2), (6), and (11) for intra, inter-ST, and inter-LT coded blocks respectively. These estimates are initialized at the begining of the video sequence by assuming that the first frame is always received unharmed. Let be the current frame's index. Using feedback with a fixed delay , the encoder can have perfect knowledge of the decoder's th reconstructed frame. We will use the term "re-decode" to describe the encoder's process of using the feedback information to decode a past frame so that it is identical to the decoder's version of that frame. As the encoder knows which GOBs were received intact and which ones were dropped, it can simulate the decoder's operation exactly, including error concealment. A "re-decoded" frame is one at the encoder that is identical to the decoder version, whereas we use the term "estimate" to describe a frame at the encoder for which the feedback information is not yet available, so the encoder is forced to estimate the decoder version. With feedback information, estimates of pixel values in intermediate frames are still made using (2), (6), and (11) for intra-, inter-ST, and inter-LT coded MBs as before; however, now the information about past decoder frames required by these equations can be reinitialized using the ACKed/NACKed re-decoded frames. Then, the encoder can recalculate the pixel estimates much more reliably and track potential errors for the last frames. The actual prediction residuals or intra coefficients are fed into the ROPE estimation algorithm where the reference frames are either ROPE estimates that also were calculated recursively, or re-decoded frames. This approach was applied to a traditional SF reference video coder in [18] with positive results. However, it lends itself to considerable improvement through the use of a dual-frame buffer. An example is illustrated in Fig. 7 . Here, the jump update parameter and the feedback delay are respectively and . The jump update parameter means that frame 0 will be the long-term reference for frames 2 and 3, frame 2 will be the long-term reference for frames 4 and 5, and frame 4 will be used for frames 6 and 7. Frames that serve as long-term frame buffers for future frames are highlighted with a thicker black outline.
Since , at the start of encoding frame 7, frame 2 will be re-decoded, and this newly re-decoded frame can be promptly used to update the estimates of frames 3, 4, 5, and 6. For encoding frame 7, the long-term frame is frame 4, and the short-term one is frame 6, and the new estimates of these two frames will be used by the encoder to calculate the expected distortion due to packet drops for frame 7. This jump updating, which we call approach A, outperforms both the SF feedback variants, and the dual-frame case without feedback, as the feedback allows us to improve the estimates of the ST and LT frames.
An alternative approach is to make the long-term frame buffer move forward to contain the closest exactly known frame, that is the frame. The feedback here allows us to improve the estimate of the ST frame, and reduce the estimation error for the LT frame to zero. We ensure that both the encoder and decoder long-term frame buffers always contain an identical reconstruction. With a delay of , we can use either a general updating strategy with and (approach B), or a continuous updating strategy with and (approach C). An example of approach B for and is depicted in Fig. 8 . In Fig. 8 , frame 12 is currently being encoded. Its LT frame is frame 7 which has also been re-decoded. However, re-decoding frame 7 required the re-decoded versions of frames 1 and 6, its ST and LT frames, respectively. Now, we can obtain the estimates of 8, 9, 10, and 11. For frame 8, the re-decoded 7 and the re-decoded 3 will be required. For 9, we will need estimated 8 (ST) and re-decoded 3 (LT). For 10, we will need estimated 9 and re-decoded 5. Similarly, 11 needs estimated 10 and re-decoded 5.
By synchronizing the long-term frame buffers at the transmitter and receiver, we can totally eliminate drift errors caused by packet drop accumulation. Inter-LT-encoded MBs, if they arrive, will be reconstructed in an identical manner at the encoder and decoder. Normally, this is only guaranteed by transmitting intra-coded MBs. Here, however, feedback signals enable us to use the long-term frame buffer as an additional error robustness factor without sacrificing greatly in compression efficiency. This is the major difference from the original ROPE plus feedback case. Instead of using feedback only to improve the distortion estimate and therefore the mode selection, we now, in addition, use this information to re-decode the LT frame at the encoder and thus improve motion estimation, and use a more realistic reference frame. As we will see, the codec performs very well under a variety of conditions.
VII. FEEDBACK RESULTS
As before, 100 random channel realizations were run. In addition to examining performance as a function of bit rate and of packet loss rate, we now wish to study the behavior of the codec for varying values of delay . We note that continuous updating outperformed jump updating for four out of six image sequences. In particular, both approaches B and C outperformed approach A. However, all of them consistently outperformed SF ROPE with feedback. Fig. 9(a) shows results for the "News" sequence at 30 fps with delay parameter and continuous updating (approach C). For low rates in particular, performance is significantly enhanced through the use of half-pels. With the Cauchy-Schwartz approximation, the PSNR improvement between single and dual frames grows from 0.9 dB to more than 1.1 dB as the bit rate increases. The dual-frame approach exhibits consistent performance gains as more rate is allocated. The SF variants, however, do not yield comparable gains.
A. PSNR versus Bit Rate
In Fig. 9(b) , "Container" QCIF at 15 fps and was examined with approach C. This sequence benefits considerably from the Cauchy-Schwartz approximation. In the SF case, the performance advantage is almost equal to 1 dB. Simulations show a PSNR gain of almost 1.2 dB in favor of the dual-frame scheme.
Experimental results for the "Carphone" sequence showed a 0.5 dB advantage, while "Silent" QCIF showed a performance difference of 0.6 dB for high bit rates. Fig. 10(a) shows the PSNR performance for "Foreman" QCIF for and delay for a bit rate of 100 kbps (approach C). SF ROPE in conjunction with the unmodeled half-pel outperforms dual frame with integer MVs. However, when half-pel vectors are applied to dual frame, our coder outperforms the original by up to 0.7 dB. Every dual-frame variant outperforms the corresponding SF one. The difference between the Cauchy-Schwartz versions stands at 0.5 dB at and reaches more than 0.7 dB at . In Fig. 10(b) ("News" image sequence at 30 fps, 6,300 kbps, approach C) we see that half-pixel motion estimation provides negligible to no gain against the integer version. While the performance improvement stands at only 0.6 dB at , it increases as the error rate does and reaches 1.1 dB at , 1.3 dB at , and roughly 1.6 dB at and , which means the dual frame renders the bitstream more robust to severe packet losses.
B. PSNR versus Packet Loss Rate
Additional simulations on the image sequences "Carphone" and "Silent" at 15 and 10 fps, respectively, yielded gains of approximately 0.5 dB. Fig. 11(a) examines the behavior of the image sequence "Silent" at a frame rate of 10 fps, an error probability , a bit rate of 150 kbps, and using approach C. Performance is constant for . The positive effect of the Cauchy-Schwartz approximation reaches 0.15 dB for dual frames. The dual-frame variants show an advantage of more than 0.5 dB over SF variants.
C. PSNR versus Delay
Performance results for "Hall" at 10 fps, approach C, are depicted in Fig. 11(b) . The Cauchy-Schwartz approximation fails to provide any gain in the dual-frame case, which is attributed to the fact that "Hall" is a relatively static video sequence with limited motion. However, we see that dual frame outperforms SF versions by a margin that ranges from 0.65 to more than 0.8 dB.
At the same time, "Carphone" produced gains of 0.45 dB, while "News" yielded an improvement ranging from 1.4-2 dB in favor of the dual-frame variants.
D. Dual-Frame and Half-Pel Comparison
The experimental results show that in the majority of cases, the performance gains from using Cauchy-Schwartz for ROPE estimation and from using dual-reference frames are approximately additive. However, the gain by only using dual frame is much more substantial than that of using only Cauchy-Schwartz. If just one of them would be implementable, then it is a question of computational and memory constraints, where the complexity analysis shows clearly that a dual-frame reference is costlier.
VIII. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
Motion estimation (ME) is a major bottleneck in any video coder design, and implementation of real-time video codecs, especially for wireless and power-limited devices, places a limit on the use of computational resources. However, it is not the sole one. We now analyze the computational and memory requirements of our proposed scheme. In this section, we consider multiple-frame prediction with reference frames, so we can compare with our dual-frame scheme ( ).
A. Computational Requirements
No Feedback: The encoder performs ME, motion compensation (MC), ROPE estimation, rate-distortion optimization, MV coding, and coefficient quantization (CQ) and de-quantization (DQ). As we will see, some of those parts invoke other functions within their execution.
The ME segment entails searching for the best match 16 16 MB over a range of [ 15, 15] . Hence, the optimal integer MV is obtained. MV selection is further refined by searching over a range of [ 1, 1] for the best half-pel refinement vector. Let us denote its computational complexity as for each MB. All complexities presented in this analysis are per MB. The MC segment reconstructs a MB at a computational cost of . It is obvious that . In the ROPE estimation segment, we have to differentiate among two cases: intra and inter. Intra-MBs are relatively easier to estimate at a computational cost which we denote as . For inter-MBs with the Cauchy-Schwartz approximation, let us denote the complexity as , where . While ROPE complexity is not greater than ME, it is still quite substantial.
The computational cost for CQ also includes the DCT forward transform which is denoted as . The coefficient DQ and inverse DCT transform (IDCT) have comparable complexity . The CQ/DCT and DQ/IDCT complexities are negligible compared to ME or ROPE estimation, .
Rate-distortion optimization is the most complex since it makes use of the previous segments. Assuming reference frames ( for our case), ME is run times. Thus, the cost of encoding one MB is , where is the RD cost. In order to optimize for 31 possible QP parameters and modes (intra and inter), the ROPE estimation part, together with CQ/DCT and DQ/IDCT are run for 31 times. MC is, however, run only for 31 times since intra modes do not require it. We obtain (19) Thus, R-D optimization complexity increases linearly with , just as ME does.
Feedback: In the case of feedback, one additional part is present, decoder tracking. The encoder takes advantage of feedback ACK/NACK signals to reconstruct past frames exactly the way they were reconstructed at the decoder side (re-decoding). The intermediate frames between the re-decoded one and the current cannot be re-decoded since no feedback exists for them, but we re-derive the ROPE estimates for them using the last re-decoded frame as a starting point. If is the feedback delay, the complexity is . We observe that it is invariant with respect to .
B. Memory Requirements
We denote the number of pixels in the image as . We assume grayscale images at 1 byte (unsigned char) per pixel. Assume again reference frames.
No Feedback: The encoder needs to buffer images (1 current, 1 ST and LTs) that require bytes each. In addition, we need to buffer ROPE estimates which, however, are stored as floats, thus requiring 4 bytes each (a float is stored using 4 bytes).
Feedback: Tracking past frames requires some additional buffering. The obvious buffered frames are the last acknowledged one and its previous one, in unsigned char format. This happens for the SF case. In the dual-and multiple-frame case, the buffering requirements multiply.
For example, in approach A in Fig. 7 , consider the encoding of frame 7. Frame 2 has just been re-decoded, and we wish to use this re-decoded frame to improve the estimates of frames 3, 4, 5, and 6. First, re-decoded frames 0 and 1 must have been buffered in order to re-decode frame 2, as they were the LT and ST frames for frame 2. After re-decoding frame 2, the encoder can purge re-decoded frame 1, since that will no longer be needed. However, re-decoded frame 0 (since it is the LT frame for frame 3) must be kept until the ACK/NACK information arrives for frame 3. Re-decoded frames 0 and 2 are used to improve the estimate of frame 3. Re-decoded frame 2 and estimated frame 3 are then used to improve the estimate of frame 4. Re-decoded frame 2 and estimated frame 4 are used to improve the estimate of frame 5. Last, estimated frames 4 and 5 are used to improve the estimate of frame 6. Now the encoder can encode frame 7. So, in this example, the largest number of frames being buffered at any given time is 7 (that is, frames 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6) in addition to the frame to be encoded (frame 7).
In general, buffering requirements for the feedback case increase linearly with and can be a significant impediment to implementation.
Let us now consider an example of computational and memory requirements for Fig. 7 . We assume and . As the analysis in the memory requirements subsection showed, we need to buffer eight frames (the current one, three re-decoded ones, and four estimates). If we had instead used traditional SF encoding with ROPE estimation then only four frames would need to be buffered (the current one, one estimate, the current and the previous re-decoded). Thus, we obtain a 100% increase in memory complexity for these particular parameters. Computational complexity also increases.
increases by 100% and by 50% compared to SF. Given that represents roughly 65% of total complexity and the remaining 35%, we calculate that the increase in computational complexity when going to a dual-frame scheme is 82.5%.
C. Conclusions on Complexity
Both the memory requirements and computational requirements of using ROPE within a multiple-frame framework are large, growing linearly with (the number of reference frames). However, past research [9] , as well as our own simulations, confirmed that the performance gains grow sub-linearly with ; there is quickly a point of diminishing returns after which increasing produces trivial or no gains. Our simulations showed an advantage of up to 0.35 dB for (five LT frames) with ROPE compared to using dual frame with ROPE, for certain sequences. However, our experiments showed that most of the gain over SF ROPE is obtained through dual-frame ROPE. Since most of the performance gain can be captured by using only two reference frames, whereas the complexity grows linearly with , we chose to use .
IX. CONCLUSION
The addition of a long-term frame buffer for motion compensation improves the encoder's compression efficiency and renders the bitstream more robust to packet drops. At the same time, using only a single extra frame buffer keeps the computational complexity relatively low. An inter/intra mode switching algorithm coupled with the additional frame buffer provides a very robust and efficient bitstream. The experimental results showed that when feedback is employed, dual-frame schemes consistently outperform SF ones, and the advantage tends to become more apparent as the bit rate or the packet loss rate grows large. In the case where feedback is not available, dual frame when used together with the Cauchy-Schwartz approximation outperforms all other variants, and for most of the cases, the advantage is more pronounced as the packet error rate grows large.
With visual inspection of the reconstructed sequences, it is apparent that the dual-frame predictor provides a noticeably smoother viewing experience. Background details are preserved, and packet losses generally affect only MBs with high motion, unlike in the SF reconstruction where visual distortion encompasses the entire picture.
A predetermined and fixed value of the jump updating parameter is not optimal for all sequences. Future work will concentrate on finding good rules for choosing and for a general updating scheme, and for choosing LT frames in an irregular updating scheme. It would be desirable to know which update parameter is best for a given sequence. Some sequences exhibit long-term statistics that could be best captured by using relatively large update parameters or by setting a constant distance frame buffer in the remote past. Another interesting aspect is to determine the potential in using multiple future reference frames in bi-directional prediction.
